Tracking of a bronchoscope using epipolar geometry analysis and intensity-based image registration of real and virtual endoscopic images.
This paper describes a method for tracking the camera motion of a flexible endoscope, in particular a bronchoscope, using epipolar geometry analysis and intensity-based image registration. The method proposed here does not use a positional sensor attached to the endoscope. Instead, it tracks camera motion using real endoscopic (RE) video images obtained at the time of the procedure and X-ray CT images acquired before the endoscopic examination. A virtual endoscope system (VES) is used for generating virtual endoscopic (VE) images. The basic idea of this tracking method is to find the viewpoint and view direction of the VES that maximizes a similarity measure between the VE and RE images. To assist the parameter search process, camera motion is also computed directly from epipolar geometry analysis of the RE video images. The complete method consists of two steps: (a) rough estimation using epipolar geometry analysis and (b) precise estimation using intensity-based image registration. In the rough registration process, the method computes camera motion from optical flow patterns between two consecutive RE video image frames using epipolar geometry analysis. In the image registration stage, we search for the VES viewing parameters that generate the VE image that is most similar to the current RE image. The correlation coefficient and the mean square intensity difference are used for measuring image similarity. The result obtained in the rough estimation process is used for restricting the parameter search area. We applied the method to bronchoscopic video image data from three patients who had chest CT images. The method successfully tracked camera motion for about 600 consecutive frames in the best case. Visual inspection suggests that the tracking is sufficiently accurate for clinical use. Tracking results obtained by performing the method without the epipolar geometry analysis step were substantially worse. Although the method required about 20 s to process one frame, the results demonstrate the potential of image-based tracking for use in an endoscope navigation system.